
Free writing. Never been very "good" at this. So let's see where it goes.

The basic premiss is to start with my uncle Doug jogging with some of his track teammates. They can be going through the campus, downtown Knoxville, whatever, it's not really important. What they don't realize is that 
back on campus in the track offices their coaches are arguing about a problem that's popped up. It seems that in an upcoming meet the college that they're running against, let's just use Northwestern for the sake of 
argument, wants to run the steeplechase since they have the current Big Ten champ. Problem is, The University of Tennessee is in the SEC, not the Big Ten, and the SEC doesn't run the steeplechase at it's collegiate 
events. But Northwestern is insisting that it's run at the meet since they've got a top talent and that want him to be able to continue training in a competitive atmosphere, i.e. a formal track meet.

The coaches are in a bind, but one of them has an idea. As Doug and the other runners return to the locker room, one coach calls him into the office. They ask if he'll run the steeple. They know he's somewhat of a 
sacrificial lamb, but they're in a tough spot and would appreciate it. Doug plays a bit of hardball… he says he'll do it if they let him run the 5k and 10k. Deal.

Doug was a sophomore in college when this all went down. The ripe age of 20. So it's important we see some of his life at college. Roommates. Something to bridge the events. Classes. Maybe he slacks off. A girl friend? 
Someone in one of his classes. She's not interested. He pressed on. She still plays hard to get. Thinks he's just some dumb athlete. He's too cocky. Whatever. Is she active in clubs? Maybe she's the polar opposite of him in 
respect to their social views. Doug a bit of a "women belong at home," she more on the forefront of "women's lib, men are all pigs," but both overly simplified. Their young. Still fleshing out who they are. Something to 
contrast the to of them. Maybe she's not hard to get, maybe she just doesn't want to date. SHe's serious about school. He's a jerk. Some sort of tension. I can use that and then sort of break the ice at the track meet. For 
whatever reason she goes. Maybe because a friend of her's like's Doug's roommate, or teammate, and drags her along. She can see him win. See the upset. Something along those lines. The romance can help move the 
story along, and in the end she can become someone he depends on for emotional support. We'll call her Carlie for now.

Which leads me to the old HIgh School coach, Father Stevens. Doug ran track at Notre Dame high school, and Father Stevens was his coach, or the head coach, or something. He knows Doug's family, mom, dad, 8 
siblings, he's been in the community for years. Maybe even went to school with one of Doug's parents back in the day. Something. Deep history. A significant mentor role. Stevens was the first one to see the talent in Doug, 
really showed him that he could be something in track if he worked at it, and how using "God's given gifts, it will open doors the rest of your life." He's the one who tells Doug "Pain is temporary, but pride is forever." Doug 
will always look up to him like a second father. Maybe Doug was as close to a son as Stevens would ever have. The relationship between these two is special, the once, maybe twice in a lifetime, teacher/pupil relationship 
that extends well out of the classroom and into life in general.

Stevens and some other clergy from Doug's old high school maybe are in town for one of the races. COUld be the first one, could be another one after that. Maybe they're in town for some sort of priest conference, or 
regional Catholic conference, could be anything… lots of stuff to go with. They make it a point to stop by and see Doug. The reunion can be nice, short, to the point. THe relationship established quickly. General chit chat 
sort of stuff. Enough to make Doug feel good about them being there. But something can be off. Doug notices something off. Maybe Stevens isn't walking with the ease he used to. Stevens can play it up to just getting old, 
which Doug buys. But it's more. When Doug leaves we can see Stevens cough horribly, or something else. He's sick, and he didn't want Doug to know.

The track meets comes against Northwestern and Doug does what he planned to do. Keep up with the Big Ten champ between the hurdles, and then blow past him in the last 100 meters. He figures he's likely a better 
runner overall, so if he can take advantage of his superior conditioning, he can make up for not knowing how to go over the hurdles. His game plan works, and when it comes to the last 100 meters the Big Ten champ 
doesn't have any juice left. Doug wins, much to everyone's surprise, including Carlie.

More races come up during the middle of the story. Each time Doug faced with a different runner or scenario he's supposed to lose to. And each time beating the odds. Eventually he and his coach realize that the steeple 
isn't something Doug should be doing just got fun. It's something he's good enough, or at least his times are in the ballpark of, making the olympic squad. Maybe that realization can come at the midpoint. Something along 
those lines. There will be something where they both have it click for them. 

I also like there being a race where it's bitterly cold. Windy. I mean, just garbage weather for the spring. Doug comes out confident he'll win, even though, once again, the top guy he's running against should murder him. 
Why is he so confident? It's 38 degrees outside. The top guy is from Florida. Doug is from Detroit. You do the math. Doug win's. It's a shitty time, but it wasn't even a contest. Maybe this can show him building his confidence 
up. But it HAS to be before the realization, if it works with the story at all.

I'd like Doug to find out that Father Stevens passes away after the midpoint. Maybe there are only two races left where he can earn a time high enough to make it into the Olympic trials. Instead of going to the first meet, and 
to the protest of his coaches, Doug attend's Stevens's funeral in Detroit. A quick chance to see Doug's family. A trip back home. But it's a moment for Doug, a time to pay respects. The funeral hits him hard. Perhaps one of 
the other priests gives Doug a letter Stevens wanted mailed after he passed away, but since Doug is there he gives it to him in person. It can be a touching letter. Letting him know, and reinforcing, that he knew the times 
Doug was making, and what he was going for, and that it was important he didn't give up, and made that team.

Doug can return and run his ass off in the final race left to qualify for the trials. Maybe the weather can be shitty. Odd against him. Something that causes problems. This is his one shot. He's got to do it not only for his team, 
his college, himself, but for Stevens. Carlie will help support him, as by now she's become his biggest fan. Obviously he qualifies… and now it's on to the olympic qualifiers.

This is a meet he should have never been at. He's completely out of his element. Doug met Steve Prefontaine in real life, one of the few Olympic athletes from that era non-track people might know. When Doug was 
warming up a long time before his race, Pre talked to him to ask what he was doing. It was a short but funny exchange, maybe I can work that in if it fits. Might serve well to break up the action. The meet was huge and 
intense. Doug was surrounded not just by the best collegiate runners, but the best post collegiate runners too. The first time he was surrounded be a cornucopia of who's who in the track and field world. 

There is a lot that can be done with the meet itself. But the race needs to occur in the middle. A lot goes down in real life that makes it very exciting, leading right down to my uncle falling hard and cutting his knee on the 
final lap. He got up and raced back into action, his leg literally drenched in blood. He didn't care. He wasn't even physically there. It was just him against the race mentally. One of the judges flagged him for a foul when he 
fell, saying he touched another runner. After he places second, making the team, he's carted off the field by the medical staff. It's the first time he's even aware he's hurt. While at the medical tent one of the TV camera crew/
reporters Doug was friends with runs over to tell him one of the refs was trying to pull some shit. Maybe we can show Doug and the camera/TV guy before the race. Establish their friends or something. The runner the red 
said Doug fouled, who was the Navy's best runner, said Doug didn't foul him, there was no contact, and the better man won.

That night Doug was out with a bunch of people celebrating. But he wasn't really there mentally. The significance of what he had just accomplished was still setting in. He couldn't sleep either. At about 4 a.m. he gets out of 
bed and limps, crutches and all, back to the stadium and looks out over the field. At that points it finally hits him and he loses it. The emotion is too much to bear. He feels like Stevens is there with him, giving him the nod. 
MAybe he can spot a "janitor" cleaning somewhere. When everything is all over, Doug can turn to walk away and the janitor looks up. We see it's Stevens. HE smiles and walks off, slowly disappearing. MAybe that's too 
cheesy. MAybe not.


